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Summary


NIFTY has immediate hurdle around 18220-18400.



BANKNIFTY has placed key support zone which coincides with short term 9 WEMA.



NIFTY AUTO Breakout from symmetrical triangle price pattern.



NIFTY FMCG consolidating in range from past 3 weeks.



NIFTYPHARM consolidates near lower end of the sideways range.



NIFTYMETAL consolidating in narrow range from past 3 weeks.

Indices Overview
SECTOR

VIEW

STOCKS

METAL

NEUTRAL

1. TATASTEEL
3. NALCO
5. SAIL

BANKING

BULLISH

1. AXISBANK
3. HDFCBANK
5. KOTAKBANK

2. ICICIBANK
4. HDFC

INFRA

BULLISH

1.LT
3.ADANIPORTS

2.ACC
4.INDIGO

FMCG

NEUTRAL

1. MCDOWELL-N
3. BRITANNIA
5. VBL

2. COLPAL
4. EMAMILTD
6. NESTLEIND

ENERGY

BULLISH

1. RELIANCE
3. ONGC

2. POWERGRID
4. TATAPOWER
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NIFTY SPOT : IMMEDIATE SUPPORT AT 17750-17630
LTP : 18102
SUP :17750-17630-17450
RES: 18220-18400-18580
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Source: Trading view

Key Data

Technical View
1. Index started the week with gap up and remained volatile throughout the
week ending the week near weeks high with minor gains.
2. Index continues to form series of higher highs and higher lows which is
bullish signal for medium term trend.
3. Index has reversed finding support at 9 WEMA, till index holds above the
same, index likely to scale higher.
4. RSI has formed bearish divergence against price which suggests caution at
higher levels.
5. Going ahead index has an strong support at 17750-17630-17450, while on
the higher side resistance is placed around 18220-18400-18580.

% Change (D)

1.28

% Change (W)

1.04

21 SMA (D)

17972

21 SMA (W)

17075

100 SMA (D)

17053

100 SMA (W)

14182

MACD (D)

56

MACD (W)

791

RSI (D)

55.60

RSI (W)

69.41
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BANKNIFTY SPOT : IMMEDIATE SUPPORT AT 38350-38000
LTP : 38773
SUP: 38350-38000-37600
RES: 39000-39480-39830

Source: Trading view

Technical View

Key Data

1. Banknifty started the week on a flat note and remained under pressure
throughout the week, closing the week near the weekly low.
2. Banknifty has closed around 9 WEMA, this average as provided strong
support earlier. Thus till index holds this support Banknifty likely to gain
positive momentum.
3. RSI has formed bearish divergence against price which suggests caution
at the higher levels.
4. Bank nifty continues to remain underperformer against Nifty, need to
show strong price action to show strength against NIFTY.
5. Going ahead index has immediate support at 38350-38000-37600, while
on the other hand resistance is seen at 39000-39430-39830.

% Change (D)

0.45

% Change (W)

-2.12

21 SMA (D)

39216

21 SMA (W)

37147

100 SMA (D)

37153

100 SMA (W)

31679

MACD (D)

174

MACD (W)

1521

RSI (D)

46.17

RSI (W)

60.98
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NIFTY FMCG: IMMEDIATE SUPPORT AT 38530-38310
LTP : 38912
SUP :38530-38310-37980
RES : 39280-39500-39850

Source: Trading view

Key Data

Technical View
1. Index started the week with minor gap up and continue to trade in narrow
range throughout the week, ending the week with small gains.
2. Index has witnessed breakdown from multi week consolidation which hints
bearish signal for short term trend.
3. RSI has dropped to support zone of 50 levels, failure to hold this support would
attractive further selling momentum in price.
4. NIFTYFMCG continue to show underperformance against NIFTY, needs strong
follow up price action on the higher side to become an outperformer.
5. Going ahead index has immediate has an immediate support at 38530-3831037980, while on the other hand resistance comes at 39280-39500-39850.
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% Change (D)

0.96

% Change (W)

0.52

21 SMA (D)

39124

21 SMA (W)

38407

100 SMA (D)

38405

100 SMA (W)

34035

MACD (D)

-339

MACD (W)

1104

RSI (D)

45.77

RSI (W)

55.89
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NIFTY IT: IMMEDIATE SUPPORT AT 35900-35580
LTP : 36332
SUP: 35900-35580-35130
RES: 36600-36930-37200

Source: Trading view

Technical View
1. Index started the week on a flat note and remained strong throughout

the week closing the week near weekly high with decent gains.
2. Index has reversed taking support at 9 WEMA, and near same juncture
has formed bullish candlestick pattern which suggests recent through to
act strong support in short term.
3. RSI scaling higher from 60 readings, till it maintains above the same index
likely to witness positive momentum.
4. Going ahead index has immediate support at 35900-35580-35130, while on the
higher side resistance comes at 36600-36930-37200.

Key Data
% Change (D)

2.10

% Change (W)

2.82

21 SMA (D)

35554

21 SMA (W)

33349

100 SMA (D)

33231

100 SMA (W)

24978

MACD (D)

125

MACD (W)

2244

RSI (D)

58.39

RSI (W)

67.60
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NIFTY AUTO: IMMEDIATE SUPPORT AT 11470-10220
LTP : 11706
SUP : 11470-10220-9950
RES : 11900-12250-12580

3

Source: Trading view

Technical View
1. Index started the week on a flat note and remained volatile throughout the
week ending the week with minor gains.
2. Index has registered breakout from symmetrical triangle pattern which is bullish
signal for medium term trend.
3. Index has found support around its previous peak, which suggests Law of Polarity into play which is bullish signal for short term trend.
4. After so many months of underperformance now NIFTYAUTO has started gathering strength against NIFTY, needs strong follow up price action to continue to
become an outperformer.
5. Going ahead index has immediate support at 11470-11220-9950, while on the
higher side resistance is present at 11900-12250-12580.

Key Data
% Change (D)
% Change (W)
21 SMA (D)
21 SMA (W)
100 SMA (D)
100 SMA (W)
MACD (D)
MACD (W)
RSI (D)
RSI (W)
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0.14
1.18
11463
10774
10744
9462
205
408
61.62
67.34
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NIFTY PHARMA: IMMEDIATE SUPPORT AT 13550-13100
LTP : 13774
SUP: 13450-13100-12800
RES: 14000-14200-14500

2

Source: Trading view

Key Data

Technical View
1. Index has been trading in sideways from past many week, index has been consolidating around lower end of the range.
2. RSI has placed around neutral zone, needs to sustain above this to continue its
relief.
3. NIFTYPHARMA ratio continue to underperform the index , needs strong follow
up price action to become an outperformer.
4. Going ahead index has immediate support at 13450, till index above this level it
can scale higher towards 14000-14200-14500. While support past 13550 comes
at 13100-12800.

% Change (D)

0.41

% Change (W)
21 SMA (D)

-1.24
14019

21 SMA (W)

14076

100 SMA (D)

14093

100 SMA (W)

12222

MACD (D)

-148

MACD (W)

144

RSI (D)

38.94

RSI (W)

46.83
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NIFTY METALS: IMMEDIATE RESISTANCE AT 5900-6100.
LTP : 5728
SUP : 5550-5380-5130
RES : 5900-6100-6330

2

Source: Trading view

Key Data

Technical View
1. Index opened the week on a flat note and traded in a narrow range ending the
week with minor gains.
2. Index has placed around short term rising trendline, breakdown from the same
will generate a caution siganl.
3. Also, near the same juncture index has a support 9 WEMA, which indicates key
support area for index.
4. RSI is placed around neutral zone, needs to sustain above this to continue its
relief.
5. Going ahead index has an immediate resistance placed at 5900-6100. While on
the downside support is seen at 5550-5380-5130.

% Change (D)

0.84

% Change (W)
21 SMA (D)

0.54
5728

21 SMA (W)

5490

100 SMA (D)

5500

100 SMA (W)

4052

MACD (D)

-10

MACD (W)

280

RSI (D)

50.01

RSI (W)

59.08
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FII / DII DATA
FII / DII CASH DATA

FII F&O DATA
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TECHNO FUNDA OPEN CALLS & PERFORMANCE

RAPID MOVERS OPEN CALLS & PERFORMANCE
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BPW WEEKLY STRATEGY (BPW WSTRAT) PERFORMANCE
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